
It is through fear that we learn to recognise 
danger and we develop strategies of 
prevention in order to avoid danger. As 

humans, we relate the emotion of fear first to 
memory, and then to our own hypothesis of 
danger.

In this brief dissertation on fear we might say 
that there exist both fears as old as man, as well 
as collective fears relating to more recent events 
in human history. One such example, which is 
today both extremely widespread and a source 
of collective anxiety, is the fear of the end of the 
world and of the effect on humanity of nuclear 
and natural disasters.

But fears also speak of more than just the 
human condition: they tell of love, of memory, 
of nostalgia, of marginalisation and the sense 
of being different. For I believe that to truly 
understand man, one must also know his fears.
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Author’s Foreword

Of all the psychological behaviours and of all the 
emotions that govern our relationship with external 
reality, fear is, perhaps, and the most adaptive and 
“corrective”.

It is through fear that we learn to recognise danger 
and it is on the basis of this learning – a path which is 
itself not without risk (I might mention the child who, 
burning himself, acquires a fear of fire) – we develop 
strategies of prevention in order to avoid danger.

It is due to fear that evolution has favoured humans 
over other species.

As humans, we relate the emotion of fear first to 
memory, and then to our own hypothesis of danger. It 
is in this way that we are able, both as individuals and as 
a species, to evaluate the risk of a given event.

The most ancient fears can be traced back to the first 
bipedal hominids. These fears have entered the collec-
tive memory and are common to all human beings. 
They are fears which are acquired at birth and which 
do not require direct experience.

Let us take a simple example: earthquakes.
All of us, despite having no direct experience of 

this event, are instinctively afraid of earthquakes. Carl 
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Gustav Jung, the great psychoanalyst and scholar of 
Transcendentalism and the paranormal, defined these 
sorts of fear as archetypes.

There are also individual fears, those that are born 
and develop on the basis of a traumatic experience or 
painful event. If you are bitten by a dog, you will neces-
sarily be afraid of any dog which tries to approach you.

It is necessary at this point to distinguish fear from 
phobias. Fear stems from a real event which has caused 
pain or danger. Phobias (the full distinction is too lengthy 
to explain here) are also born of imagined events. Simply 
put, fear is a part of reality, while phobias belong to the 
realm of the symbolic.

In this brief dissertation on fear we might say, there-
fore, that there exist both fears as old as man, as well as 
collective fears relating to more recent events in human 
history.

One such example, which is today both extremely 
widespread and a source of collective anxiety, is the fear 
of the end of the world and of the effect on humanity of 
nuclear and natural disasters.

Some might argue that as early as the year 1000, 
humanity was afflicted by a collective madness herald-
ing catastrophic events which, it was assumed, would 
bring about the end of the known world. I, in fact, con-
sider such prophecies as a precursor of the fear which 
we experience today. It should also be said that a fear of 
the world ending with the first millennium originated 
in what many saw as God’s inevitable punishment of 
man for his sins and transgressions.

In the wake of this fear there flourished a number 
of religious movements and mystics, all claiming to be 
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able to redirect the benevolent eye of the Eternal Father 
back towards to humanity. The fear of the third millen-
nium is more invasive and destructive: it is no longer 
God who punishes and destroys, but man, through 
the misuse of science, who will bring about the final 
catastrophe.

Such a fear is characterised by depression and a 
sense of inevitability, in which man is the conscious, 
but equally helpless spectator of his own destruction. 
These short stories speak precisely of this: the terrifying 
hypotheses which one famous film defined as “The Day 
After Tomorrow”, the next day, or centuries or millen-
nia later.

But, as the title implies, they also speak of more than 
just the human condition, something which has and 
will always remain unchanged throughout man’s collec-
tive journey: they tell of love, of memory, of nostalgia, 
of marginalisation and the sense of being different. For 
I believe that to truly understand man, one must also 
know his fears.

SuSaNNa berti FraNceSchi



Thoughts:
Chochise and H.P. Lovecraft

the creatioN oF heaveN

The First Lady arranged the stars
To help the Moon to shine.
One by one, she set them in order,
In the form of shimmering in animals
hung in the night sky.
But the Old Coyote broke free in his joy,
And scattered the stars as you see them today.

(cochiSe, Songs of the American Indians, Algonquian Blackfoot)

The most merciful thing in the world, I think, is the inability 
of the human mind to correlate all its contents. We live on 
a placid island of ignorance in the midst of black seas of 
infinity, and it was not meant that we should voyage far. The 
sciences, each straining in its own direction, have hitherto 
harmed us little; but some day the piecing together of dis-
sociated knowledge will open up such terrifying vistas of 
reality, and of our frightful position therein, that we shall 
either go mad from the revelation or flee from the deadly 
light into the peace and safety of a new dark age.

(h.p. LovecraFt, The Call of Cthulhu)



Spiders

The little spider moved quickly, barely brushing the tip 
of her shoe.

She drew back instinctively, her heart pounding in 
her chest.

«Don’t be silly, there’s nothing to worry about, it’s 
not time, their moment has not yet come».

She turned her head to see if the windows and the 
door were closed and if the wooden boards she had put 
up to support the old fixtures still held.

She saw no holes. The tables were fixed in place 
where she had nailed them down, as she had done every 
morning for months.

She moved with experience in the darkened room: 
she knew every edge, every corner. In the map of her 
mind she saw every chair and every piece of furniture. 
The shelf on which the book lay was in the opposite 
corner to the stove.

There it was safe from the heat and flames which 
warmed her food.

The book was all that was left, as precious as the tin of 
beans and canned meat, or the few remaining biscuits.

She was the book, her voice, her thought and memory, 
now faded and lost.
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She took the book and sat down on the mattress to 
read as she always did.

The pages appeared more fragile than usual, the 
paper creased, as if ready to crumble at anything but 
the lightest touch.

She opened the book to page 236. She did not like 
that page; its words did not match her knowledge.

What the page described did not adhere to any 
image so far registered by her mind: a lake. Page 236 
did not describe what a lake was supposed to be, but it 
did speak of the sky. She knew what the sky was, even if 
it was a different sky to the one she could see.

It did not matter, she had a task to fulfil: to read and 
memorise the text, and perhaps, one day, to pass on this 
memory to someone else.

If there would ever be someone else.
The spider had moved to just below the table and 

stood motionless, without showing the slightest inten-
tion of climbing up to confront the clean plate which 
she had left there.

It was not time yet, it was too soon, the hour had 
not yet come. Even so, you could never know if spiders 
were capable, purely on a whim, of disrupting the pre-
cise and long-established sequence of events.

She immersed herself in her reading, forcing herself, 
as usual, to turn the words into images: buzzard, what 
could it be? It was something that moved, or rather, 
flew. Maybe it was living animal, like spiders; but it was 
definitely not a spider.

Spiders she knew well, all of them: their colours, spe-
cies, habits, the most ferocious, the harmless ones, the 
males, and the females, which could deposit millions 
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of eggs in a crevice in the wall. After that it was certain 
death. Buzzards, no, she had no idea what colour they 
were.

Many years ago, her father had kept, in a small wooden 
box, six or seven sticks, each with a beautiful tip.

Sometimes, only very rarely, he took a sheet of paper, 
already used, sometimes hundreds of times, and invited 
her to slide the sticks over its surface and try to imagine 
things, to bring them to life on the page.

The sticks left a trace and her father, with the 
memory of his own father, guided her hand so that 
sometimes, marks appeared on the paper which could 
lend a face to the words of the book.

But her father had died too soon to pass the memory 
on to her, or perhaps she had been young to learn it for 
herself.

Her mother had no memory and did not love her; 
she considered it unnecessary.

She was engaged in a methodical war against the spi-
ders and succeeding in killing many. Deep down, she 
knew she had been right.

If they had survived it was not because of her father’s 
memory, but thanks to the constant battles of her 
mother against the spiders.

Reading kept her occupied. She read the pages over 
and over again, systematically and with determination.

Every single word had to penetrate her mind; under-
standing and pleasure did not matter. It was an ancient 
and necessary rite; this was what memory had taught her.

The paper was so fragile now that it threatened to 
crumble in her hands; but she had learned a lightness 
of touch which did not damage the book.
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Never once had she asked herself what would 
happen when the book was no longer there. The book 
was all that remained of times past and without it she 
had no memory, and without memory she had no 
reason to live.

The third time she read the page she knew it was 
time to go out. The book never failed to regulate time.

She closed it gently and put it back on the shelf, 
wrapped in its white cloth.

She put on her hood and over the hood, her cloak, 
to protect her shoulders. She slipped on her gloves and, 
finally, her white waxed overshoes.

Her father had told her that the overshoes were as 
ancient as the book and that they had once belonged to 
the men who came through the fire, without which they 
would not have made it across.

She leaned the ladder against the wall in order to 
reach the skylight to the shelter: it was time. She could 
stay outside for forty-five minutes before the heat 
burned the inside of her body and her organs melted.

She needed water and she took the metre to meas-
ure how warm it was. These were old customs, each of 
which served a purpose. Or perhaps they did not.

She went over to the ladder. The little spider was still 
crouched at the foot of the table. Casually, she crushed 
it with the tip of her shoe, pressing down again on what 
was left of it with her heel.

She placed one foot on the first rung and began to 
climb. Outside, the immense collapsed sun gradually 
began to illuminate the earth, growing ever wider in the 
profound darkness.



A Warm Sun

The warm sun was just rising on the horizon, there were 
the tops of the mountains bowed like a cradle of rock. 
He prepared to take over the watch.
The new morning gave him little to feel happy about 
and he thought of how he would rather have remained 
a little longer in the warmth of his thermal cell.

But the work had to be finished on time, and time 
was almost up.

Soon, all of the equipment would have to be dis-
mantled and the whole group would be transferred 
elsewhere to continue with their observation. They 
would carry on until they were able to decide.

To decide what he did not know, for no one had ever 
told him and he did not dream of asking.

He was just a technician, a good worker, a profes-
sional with years of experience, much appreciated by 
his superiors, but nothing more.

It was others who had the knowledge and who made 
the decisions.

He settled himself as comfortably as possible on the 
wet grass and pulled out the “tools” of his trade.

Before long they would emerge from their burrows 
and he had to be ready and alert.
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But after so many years, his eyes already knew what 
to look out for, even if his attention was likely to drift.

The rays of the rising sun shone on the frost, illu-
minating it with the magic of a thousand sparkling 
colours.

Like a child, he sat transfixed by the phenomenon of 
the reflected light.

He knew from the refraction of light that it would all 
take place within am instant.

And sure enough, it soon started, following the same 
pace as ever.

The burrows all sprung open more or less simultane-
ously and the creatures began to emerge.

The sequence was the same as always: some were 
isolated, some in pairs, others in small groups.

All moved in predetermined directions.
One led them to a small clearing in which the crea-

tures piled up against each other to await the big log; 
or at least, this was the nickname he had given it, for it 
seemed just like a large, stocky log.

When the log slid towards the clearing the crea-
tures seemed to awake from their slumber and begin 
to shake.

Given their state of agitation, he assumed that the 
log was very important to them.

Perhaps it was some sort of tribal totem.
Perhaps the creatures were evolved enough to have 

a totem. This was not, however, a question for him to 
answer.

The log slid away with painful slowness. He was 
always amazed at the calmness with which the creatures 
moved.
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It was possible to follow their movements for some 
time.

Some, however, remained in their burrows, choos-
ing to emerge later, or not to show themselves at all for 
a whole rotation of the sun, or even longer.

Those which came forth in the second wave seemed 
less agitated than the first and moved with an even 
greater sense of calm.

They dragged along what he assumed to be the 
young of the species, tiny but highly active and unpre-
dictable creatures, like small spiders, which they 
treated with the utmost care.

At times they seemed to control the larger ones, even 
if he believed this to be impossible, contradicting as it 
did every rule known to him.

The sun began to dry the earth, leaving behind little 
pools of water.

He dipped his finger in a nearby pool and sucked 
the cool liquid with pleasure.

His whole body shuddered with delight and he was 
immediately left with a feeling of guilt.

The creatures drank large quantities without any 
problem, their bodies most likely being composed in 
large part of water.

They drank often, but expelled the water just as 
quickly.

He leant his head on the grass and gazed up at the 
brilliant blue sky. The sun shone into eyes, but he had 
no need to close them.

His heart became heavy as the weight of his mem-
ories took his breath away, so that for a moment, he 
almost forgot his work and the creatures.
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It was time for him to go home.
Too many years he had wandered, studying crea-

tures across many different galaxies.
Together with the scientists, their expedition had 

led them in search of a planet which might be compat-
ible with their needs, compatible with the needs of his 
species.

The images of his barren and dying land appeared 
before his great lidless eyes.

The endless stretches of desert, where every drop of 
water was a precious commodity and where, for hun-
dreds of years, there had not grown so much as a single 
blade of grass.

He thought of his precious love and the last time that 
had seen her, a small, helpless thing, her rough skin, as 
was traditional for wives, covered in yellow earth.

The water reserve attached to her thermal suit, she 
had watched him leave.

How many years had passed since then?
How many thousands of light years now stretched 

out between them?
There had never been another creature, even if he 

had seen many, who had seemed more beautiful to him 
than she did.

He saw her now, standing bravely against their great 
black dying sun.

Although the stones weighed heavy on his heart and 
his memories cut him like tiny blades, now, as he did 
every day, he turned to makes notes for their mission.

«Day 146 of observation.
Planet 568 of the yjw galaxy.
The creatures which inhabit it call it Earth…».



The Wait

Non fu l’orgoglio a perderci,
fu il desiderio di essere umani.

JohN miLtoN

The shaft of light pierced her eyes as it shone through 
the crack in the dome.

Before long, the pale sun would have cancelled out, 
one by one, each of the six moons.

It was not yet time to go out, for she knew that the 
blind giants were hungry and might still be on the 
prowl, silently in search of prey.

She would have to wait a little longer, at least until 
the first grey light rose over the heat. She was used to 
waiting; time had no real meaning for her.

She remained seated on the turret, which served 
her as a stool, her long legs crossed beneath her like a 
heron.

She had once seen a photo of a heron in an old book 
(made of paper!) left behind by an expedition party 
from Earth, and she had seen something of herself in its 
noble composure. But that had been a long time ago, 
some three or four hundred years before.

Time to her simply meant waiting.
She passed her hand over her head in order to feel 

something, anything. Her shorn silver hair scratched 
the palm of her hand and she immediately felt the com-
fort of a warmth she had not yet forgotten.
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A plaintive moan like the mewling of a kitten sud-
denly woke her from her reverie.

«Coming Hal, I’ll be right there».
She walked with quick light steps towards a small 

room on the far side of the dome and moved in the 
darkness towards the voice.

«Did you wake up?».
At first there was just a squeak then, the small and 

laboured voice of a man emerged from the damaged 
lungs.

«Did you see anything? Flashes in the sky?».
«It’s still early».
«No it isn’t! There are only three light years between 

us and them, a mere flash in space».
«It’s still early I tell you. They’ll be here».
She gently lifted the man’s head a little, all the while 

trying not to cause him any pain.
«I’ll get you something to drink. Do you need some-

thing to drink? Some Basor?».
The man did not reply. He seemed lost in some 

dream of his own, his eyes fixed on images she could 
not see».

She took the bag of Basor anyway and slipped the 
thin tube into Hal’s mouth.

There were ten bags left, only ten. If she only drank 
as much as she needed to stay moving, they had exactly 
fifteen days left.

Hal seemed drowsy. His skin was translucent, almost 
transparent, so that small pale pink vessels traced a sort 
of arabesque across his face.

Hal had once been so handsome, a perfect specimen 
of their race, with broad shoulders, long muscular legs, 
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sculpted features, and a brilliant smile which cheered 
even the darkest moments.

How long had it been? A long time? A short while? Did 
time exist? Could it be measured? Did time even matter 
down there? And emotions, did they matter? To feel, to 
sense pain, joy, fear, regret; they were changing emotions, 
but at the same time, sure and stable in their existence.

There had been feelings of love between them, 
warm currents of scents, sounds and perceptions which 
crossed the void around them.

They were emotions long gone, before the waiting 
and sense of fear had first taken over.

The fourth moon, the giant red moon, was just 
beginning to fade. It was the project which had brought 
them there.

The project had involved hundreds of scientists 
from all over Earth’s Federation.

The greatest minds had come together, after centuries 
of disagreement over their varying abilities and priori-
ties, to decide the project for the relocation of Earth.

She had not been part of the first phase of the pro-
ject. In fact, she could not remember having existed 
before their arrival on that planet.

This had always bothered her, not existing “before”, 
not having memories of her home planet.

Out of nowhere she felt a searing cramp in her left 
hand, a piercing shock which ran through her whole 
body, before exploding like lightening in her brain.

She needed the Basor, for without it the shocks 
would have continued to come in quick succession, 
eventually immobilising her so that she would be 
unable to reach Hal if he called.
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She took a bag and barely squeezing the tube, let a 
few big drops of the liquid fall between her lips.

It ought to be enough.
She returned to watching through the crack in 

the dome and called up her memories again like a 
moving picture. The film may have been out of 
focus, but her emotions were as real as they had been 
back then.

She had believed in the project, she had loved it, and 
she had been prepared to do anything to carry it for-
ward. She felt as if she had been one with the project, 
as if she had been born for it, to make it succeed at all 
costs, and Hal with her, more than her even. They had 
worked tirelessly to process the data.

The data could mean the difference between life and 
death.

The last moon disappeared moments before the sun 
came into view.

A sun that did not give off warmth, but barely illumi-
nated the endless expanse of rock.

She saw the shadows of the giants moving quickly to 
hide themselves in the rocky crevices.

They were cruel creatures, the giants, which preyed 
on and devoured anything that moved.

Blind and deaf, they relied on antennae above their 
bulging, unseeing eyes in order to sense creatures and 
things.

They would vanish in the first weak light of dawn, 
which is when the teams would emerge to carry out 
their work and their research.

There were no more teams. That had all been a long 
time, many emotions ago.


